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CRIMINAL MISCHIEF CRIMINAL MISCHIEF/VANDALISM
Oct 26, 2014-Sunday at 01:33 14-10-26-008109
Location: DAVIDSON HONORS COLL. - 88
Summary: CALLER ADVISED A MALE TRYING TO CLIMB OR TRYING TO REMOVE THE RAIN GUTTER ON THE DAVIDSON HONOR COLLEGE NORTH EAST CORNER.
CALLER ADVISED MALE TOOK OFF RUNNING TOWARD STONE HALL THEN TOWARD ELROD HALL
OFFICERS CHECKED BUILDING AND AREA -- NO DAMAGE DONE TO BUILDING
UNFOUNDED

THEFT THEFT, ALL OTHER
Oct 26, 2014-Sunday at 02:35 14-10-26-008110
Location: GALLAGHER BUILDING - 89
Summary: CALLER ADVISED A MALE AND A FEMALE ARE TAKING CONSTRUCTION SIGNS FROM THE GBB CONSTRUCTION AREA.
CALLER ADVISED THEY ARE WALKING AWAY FROM THE AREA
MALE WILL PUT SIGN BACK IN THE EXACT SPOT WHERE HE TOOK IT FROM.
WARNED/RELEASED

DISRUPT. OF PUBLIC ORDER DISTURBANCE/NOISE
Oct 26, 2014-Sunday at 03:41 14-10-26-008111
Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE-LEWIS & CLARK
Summary: 911 REPORTED A GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS OUTSIDE BUILDING J YELLING
OFFICER ADVISED THE INDIVIDUAL WAS TRANSPORTED BY TAXI FROM AREA

DISRUPT. OF PUBLIC ORDER DISTURBANCE/NOISE
Oct 26, 2014-Sunday at 11:16 14-10-26-008117
Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE-CINNABAR DRIVE
Summary: Caller is reporting a male is banging on the door of her neighbors apartment and screaming. Officer responded. Officer made contact with the neighbors and they did not hear the male knocking on the door, the male is a friend and is ok to be there.

TRAFFIC ACCIDENT TRAFFIC ACCIDENT- NON-INJURY
Oct 26, 2014-Sunday at 20:55 14-10-26-008126
Location: CAMPUS DRIVE
Summary: Caller is reporting that she hit a deer. It is blocking the road at Prescott House on Campus Drive.

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY ASSIST
Oct 27, 2014-Monday at 09:01 14-10-27-008137
Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE-CINNABAR DRIVE
Summary: Caller would like to speak to an officer about problems with her personal assistant. Officer will phone her back.
NON-CRIME ACTIVITY ASSIST  
**Location:** UNIVERSITY CENTER - 91  
**Summary:** Caller stated a transient was watching porn on a public computer and then received a complaint he was in the men's bathroom masturbating. An officer will head over to speak with reporting party. Officer spoke to and asked individual to leave. He is very cooperative and is leaving the area.

FAMILY OFFENSE VIOLATION OF PROTECTIVE ORDER  
**Location:** HEALTH SCIENCE - 27  
**Summary:** Caller would like to report receiving mail from an individual he has a restraining order with. Officer will respond and take a report.

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY/CIRCUM SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  
**Location:** NATIVE AMERICAN CTR -44  
**Summary:** Caller reported vandalism to whiteboard outside of classroom. Suspicious message left on board. No suspects at this time. Officer will respond and take report.

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY/CIRCUM SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  
**Location:** DORM - CRAIG HALL - 104  
**Summary:** RA at Craig Hall received a call from a male resident saying that he was approached by a female near the Forest Service building, she told him she was raped. She broke down in tears and took off. RA did not have the name of the male she told or the name of the female involved. He did have the phone number of the male that had called him.

Advised U10 and he will call male and see if he can get anymore information.

UMPD officers and 5 to 6 city officers checked the area but were unable to locate victim.

DISRUPT. OF PUBLIC ORDER ARGUMENTS/VERBAL-DISTURBANCE/NOISE  
**Location:** UNIVERSITY VILLAGE-CRAIGHEAD APTS.  
**Summary:** Male vs female, verbal argument.

Officers responded and separated parties.

TRAFFIC CRIME HIT AND RUN - TRAFFIC CRIME  
**Location:** MAURICE  
**Summary:** Vehicle vs person

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY ASSIST  
**Location:** LOMMASSON CENTER - 90  
**Summary:** Older male transient hanging out in Enrollment office they requesting officer response. Subject was removed.

THEFT THEFT OF LOST/MISLAIRED PROPERTY  
**Location:** PARKING LOT M  
**Summary:** 3 set of Lacrosse gear missing. 2 sets in bags one set that was not in a bag.

Location: Intl Ctr/Linguistics - 13
Summary: Someone appears to be accessing the roof to the building would like an officer to check it out. Carpenter shop will dispatch an officer with a ladder. Officer stated it does appear that someone has gained access to the roof but is not staying up there.

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY/CIRCUM SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  Oct 28, 2014-Tuesday at 23:45  14-10-28-008197  1410-00439

Location: MANSFIELD LIBRARY - 92
Summary: Caller reporting a male looking at porn on the library computer. Officer responded.

ASSAULT, SIMPLE STALKING  Oct 29, 2014-Wednesday at 01:20  14-10-29-008199  1410-00440

Location: DORM - MILLER HALL - 108
Summary: Caller stated that his sister reported stalking by an ex-boyfriend to UMPD yesterday. Officer she spoke to said that he would contact male suspect when he came back to work on Friday. Caller stated that situation is escalating as the suspect has made physical threats to his sister's current boyfriend.

U2 spoke to caller by phone.

ANIMAL PROBLEM DOG AT LARGE  Oct 29, 2014-Wednesday at 06:19  14-10-29-008202

Location: FINE ARTS - 11
Summary: Complaint of at least 4 dogs off leash and chasing deer between Fine Arts and Liberal Arts.

Officer responded and found 3 dogs off leash, he noted that they are under good voice control and 2 of them are under 15lbs and couldn't due any damage to a deer.

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY WELFARE CHECK  Oct 29, 2014-Wednesday at 09:47  14-10-29-008205

Location: SOCIAL SCIENCE - 6
Summary: Female is in bathroom not feeling well and reporting party would like an officer check on her. Officer escorted student to CHC.

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY ASSIST  Oct 29, 2014-Wednesday at 11:21  14-10-29-008207  1410-00441

Location: GROUNDS
Summary: Walk up request to speak to an officer about harassing phone calls.

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY ASSIST  Oct 29, 2014-Wednesday at 11:56  14-10-29-008208

Location: PHYSICAL PLANT - 32
Summary: REQUEST TO SPEAK WITH REGARD TO FACEBOOK PROBLEM.

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY ASSIST  Oct 29, 2014-Wednesday at 13:58  14-10-29-008209  1410-00443

Location: GROUNDS
Summary: Caller would like an officer to respond and check bike serial number to see if it's the bike he reported stolen. Officer put UM Police bike on it and wait to see if the previous owner of the bike comes forward. Previous owner called and officer will speak to him about the bike.
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THEFT BIKE THEFT
Oct 29, 2014-Wednesday at 15:44
Location: GROUNDS
Summary: Walk up request to speak to an officer about a stolen bike on campus

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY ASSIST
Oct 29, 2014-Wednesday at 18:52
Location: NON-JURISDICTIONAL
Summary: CALLER REQUESTS TO TALK TO AN OFFICER
CALLER WOULD INFORMATION ABOUT A CONCERN
OFFICER BUSY HE WILL CALL HER WHEN HE RETURNS TO THE STATION

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY
Oct 29, 2014-Wednesday at 21:32
Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE-CRAIGHEAD APTS.
Summary: CALLER ADVISED POSSIBLE FIREWORKS OR GUNS SHOTS IN THE CRAIGHEAD APARTMENTS AREA.
911 ADVISED THEY HAVE OFFICERS IN AREA AND IT WAS FIREWORKS

ADvised OFFICERS

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY WELFARE CHECK
Oct 30, 2014-Thursday at 00:20
Location: GROUNDS
Summary: Father calling to say that his daughter has not returned home today, and he is unable to reach her. She is a freshman at UM. Requesting officers check library to see if they can locate her. Female does not have a vehicle.

Officers checked library and were unable to locate.

Contacted her father and advised him and asked him to re-contact us when he hears from her.

DISRUPT. OF PUBLIC ORDER ARGUMENTS/VERBAL-
Oct 30, 2014-Thursday at 01:22
Location: GROUNDS
Summary: RA reporting altercation between 2 males, both males are outside in their underwear yelling at each other. Males have moved from the parking lot to across the street by the Prescott house.

Officers responded and males were separated.

THEFT THEFT OF LOST/MISLAIRED PROPERTY
Oct 30, 2014-Thursday at 11:29
Location: CHEMISTRY/PHARMACY -14
Summary: Walk up request to speak to an officer about an item she left in class and when she went to get it was gone.
THEFT THEFT FROM BUILDINGS Oct 30, 2014-Thursday at 11:43 14-10-30-008241
Location : DORM - ABER HALL - 110
Summary : Walk up request to speak to an officer about a stolen backpack

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY ASSIST Oct 30, 2014-Thursday at 12:17 14-10-30-008243
Location : EDUCATION - 16
Summary : Professor would like an officer to respond to the office to talk about two students having a problem with each other. Officer responding.

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY/CIRCUM SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Oct 30, 2014-Thursday at 15:15 14-10-30-008246
Location : DORM - MILLER HALL - 108
Summary : RA is reporting possible illegal marijuana activity.
-Officer responded and advised the occupant of the room was burning incense. The RAs will handle on their end.

THEFT THEFT, ALL OTHER Oct 30, 2014-Thursday at 16:44 14-10-30-008248
Location : CAMPUS REC CENTER - 29
Summary : Caller is reporting a theft from her locker at the Rec. Center.
-U8 took a phone report from the caller

SUSPICIOUS PERSON/CIRCUM SUSPICIOUS PERSON Oct 30, 2014-Thursday at 17:46 14-10-30-008251
Location : GRIZZLY STADIUM - 97
Summary : Caller advised there was a male skateboarding on the NW ramp of the stadium wearing only gray jockey shorts. The male was covered in black marker and was talking and singing to himself. Caller believes the person may be intoxicated or on drugs. The caller could not give a direction of travel.
-Advised U5

SUSPICIOUS PERSON/CIRCUM SUSPICIOUS PERSON Oct 30, 2014-Thursday at 20:34 14-10-30-008264
Location : DORM - PANTZER HALL - 111
Summary : RA advises a person who has been trespassed from the dorms may be in room 104 in Pantzer.
-U17 advises person left prior to her arrival. She is in area looking for the person.

U17 ADVISED SHE FOUND THE PERSON ON VIDEO WITH THE RESIDENT OF THE ROOM. U17 WILL SEND AN EMAIL TO THE AREA COORDINATOR.

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY Oct 30, 2014-Thursday at 21:38 14-10-30-008266
Location : GREEK - SIGMA CHI
Summary : 911 advised they are sending Officers to the Sigma Chi house for a noise/party complaint

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY ASSIST Oct 30, 2014-Thursday at 22:31 14-10-30-008267
Location : BRANTLY HALL - 100
Summary : Caller advised there is a broken window on the north side of Brantly hall  He will meet with Officers on the front steps

Window was broken accidentally
Custodians will clean and board it up
Officer requests a work order to fix the window
DISRUPT. OF PUBLIC ORDER ARGUMENTS/VERBAL-

Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE-GARNET COURTS
Summary: DISTURBANCE MALE VS FEMALE
CALLER IS COMMUNITY ASSISTANT -- HE RECEIVED A CALL FROM A NEIGHBOR. THE NEIGHBOR ADVISED THERE IS A LOT OF CRYING AND SOUNDS LIKE SOMEONE WAS HIT.

THERE ARE MULTIPLE PREVIOUS CALLS TO THIS APARTMENT
OFFICERS MADE ENTRY INTO THE APARTMENT
VERBAL ONLY -- PARTIES HAVE BEEN SEPARATED

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY
Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE -SISSON APTS.
Summary: Assisting with search warrant, Officers assisted local agency.

THEFT THEFT, ALL OTHER
Location: DORM - PANTZER HALL - 111
Summary: Missing cash

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY ASSIST
Location: UNIVERSITY HALL - 1
Summary: Dean of students requested officer standby while dealing with a student

TRAFFIC ACCIDENT TRAFFIC ACCIDENT- NON-INJURY
Location: GROUNDS
Summary: T31 responding for a Coca-Cola truck that hit a sign.
-T31 advises there is no damage to the truck or to the sign.

NON-CRIME ACTIVITY WELFARE CHECK
Location: UNIVERSITY VILLAGE-RIMINI COURT
Summary: Caller is requesting that an officer do a welfare check on a student.
-Officer went to residence and attempted contact but there was no answer at the door. Officer left a card asking student to make contact with UMPD or the family members requesting the welfare check.

THEFT THEFT FROM BUILDINGS
Location: DORM - CRAIG HALL - 104
Summary: Student is reporting theft of clothing from a laundry room in Craig Hall.
-U17 spoke to the student by phone and is completing a report.

DISRUPT. OF PUBLIC ORDER DISTURBANCE/NOISE
Location: GREEK ROW
Summary: 911 advises that MPD officers are responding to complaints of a noisy parties going on at the fraternity and/or sorority houses in the area of University Ave and Helen Ave.
-UMPD officers were advised.
LOCATION: ARTHUR AVENUE

Summary: CALLER ADVISED A BIG GROUP OF PEOPLE IN FRONT OF MILLER. SOME OF THEM KEEP RUNNING IN TO THE STREET. THE CALLER IS CONCERNED THEY MIGHT GET HIT BY A VEHICLE

WARNED/RELEASED
THEY ARE WAITING FOR THE BUS-- THEY WILL STAY OUT OF THE STREET

DISORDERLY CONDUCT DISORDERLY CONDUCT

Location: ARTHUR AVENUE

Summary: CALLER ADVISED THE GROUP WAITING FOR THE BUS IS BEING ROWDY AND MAYBE A FIGHT.

AS OFFICER ARRIVED THE BUS PULLED UP AND EVERYONE IS GETTING ON THE BUS THE 2 MALES THAT WERE FIGHTING -- ONE GOT ON THE BUS THE OTHER LEFT HEADED NORTH

GONE ON ARRIVAL

ALCOHOL OFFENSE PURCHASE/POSSESS INTOXICANT BY A

Location: DORM - CRAIG HALL - 104

Summary: DORM WALK THRU

CITED ONE FOR MINOR IN POSSESSION @ 00:30

DRUG/NARCOTIC POSSESSION OF DANGEROUS DRUGS

Location: DORM - ABER HALL - 110

Summary: POSSIBLE MARIJUANA ACTIVITY/SMELL

NO ANSWER AT DOOR
RA'S WILL DO STUDENT CONDUCT

DRUG/NARCOTIC POSSESSION OF DANGEROUS DRUGS

Location: DORM - CRAIG HALL - 104

Summary: CALLER ADVISED THE HAVE A MALE IN THE 2ND FLOOR STAIRWELL THAT IS SMOKING MARIJUANA
Location: GROUNDS

Summary: 1st CALLER ADVISED A TRUCK DROVE OVER A WATER LINE AND THERE IS WATER EVERYWHERE.
2ND CALLER ADVISED THERE WAS WATER SHOOTING OUT BEHIND THE GSA
3RD CALLER ADVISED HE NEEDS TO GET INTO THE PUMP HOUSE AND TO SEND AN OFFICER FOR A ACCIDENT REPORT. THE TRUCK MAY HAVE TO BE Towed TO GET IT OFF OF THE IRRIGATION PIPE.

SUE DEMERS REQUESTED A PLUMBER TO TAKE THE BELL HEAD OFF THE PIPE SO THEY CAN MOVE THE TRUCK CALLED

DAVE D -- LEFT MSG
CHE G -- LEFT MSG
JOHN B -- LEFT MSG
JOHN GRASSO -- HE ADVISED HE WILL CALL CHUCK DIRECTLY

ADVISED SUE DEMERS

OFFICER WILL DO REPORT -- VEHICLE VS PROPERTY